We investigate in the context of crowdsourcing how seekers can increase open innovation performance, measured as received solver attention, by making two strategic decisions: selecting innovation tasks that are well suited for crowdsourcing and choosing between the potentials of status signalling through identity disclosure versus enjoying the benefits of anonymity. Drawing on uncertainty reduction theory, we suggest that a wellarticulated problem statement reduces uncertainties of potential solvers and increases their willingness to participate. We argue that the ability of seekers to draft high-quality problem statements depends on the distance between the problem domain and their current knowledge stock. An analysis of 637 crowdsourcing projects finds that problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention are curvilinear related such that moderate levels of knowledge distance maximize solver participation. However, high-status seekers who engage in identity-based status signalling are able to benefit from crowdsourcing across all levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance.
Introduction
In the last decade, crowdsourcing has gained relevance as a central mechanism of open innovation (Afuah and Tucci, 2012; Franke et al., 2013; Gong, 2017) . Crowdsourcing initiatives are often administrated by specialized intermediaries (Dahlander and Piezunka, 2014; Diener and Piller, 2013; Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . In the domain of technical development and problem solving, platforms like NineSigma or Innocentive have become attractive to firms seeking external inflows of knowledge for their innovation processes. A major challenge for seeker firms is to elicit attention from the solver population and to attract a sufficient number of solution proposals (Bayus, 2013; Dahlander and Piezunka, 2014; Girotra et al., 2010; Haas et al., 2015) . Intermediaries support this process by engaging large established communities of potential contributors and providing dedicated communication infrastructure to effectively disseminate the technology needs of their clients (Felin and Zenger, 2014) .
In this study we investigate how seekers' decisions in the problemdrafting stage influence the confidence of potential solvers that they will succeed in a particular crowdsourcing challenge. We draw on uncertainty reduction theory (URT) (Berger, 1979; Berger and Calabrese, 1975) and signalling theory (Spence, 1973 (Spence, , 2002 to investigate factors influencing the perceived uncertainty of solvers (hence, lowering their confidence), which in turn will impact their level of participation. URT suggests that the initial interaction between two parties, who strive to build a collaborative relationship, is motivated primarily by the goal of reducing uncertainty (Berger and Calabrese, 1975) . Communication plays a key role in this process, as it is through communication that uncertainty is reduced (Gibbs et al., 2011) . In crowdsourcing, the core means of communication at this stage is the so-called "request for proposals (RFP)", i.e. the problem statement drafted by the seeker. Using the RFP as the unit of analysis in this study, we argue that solvers are searching for signals and clues in the RFP document that can reduce their uncertainty whether it is worthwhile to submit a proposal or not. Seekers, in turn, can influence the perceived uncertainty of solvers by making deliberate decisions about the RFP. We investigate two of these decisions: the distance of the problem selected by a seeker for crowdsourcing to its current knowledge stock and its decision whether to reveal its identity in the RFP or not.
This research extends other work on crowdsourcing that has examined how contest holders can influence participation and submission behavior of potential contributors by modifying specific factors in a crowdsourcing contest. These parameters include the amount and structure of the award (Boudreau et al., 2011; Erat and Krishnan, 2012) , https://doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2018.07.022 Received 10 January 2017; Received in revised form 28 July 2018; Accepted 31 July 2018 the contest mode (Bockstedt et al., 2016) , duration (Yang et al., 2010) , or solver-pool size (Boudreau et al., 2011; Terwiesch and Xu, 2008) . However, little attention has been paid so far to decisions about the crowdsourced problem and information revealed about the seeker organization. We address this gap by investigating how seeker firms can successfully reduce uncertainties perceived by solvers and increase their confidence that their efforts may pay-off when participating in a crowdsourcing contest. This would maximize the chances of capturing the attention of a large number of potential solvers. One choice in this regard refers to a prominent dilemma in crowdsourcing described as the "paradox of openness" (Laursen and Salter, 2014; Arora et al., 2016) . In order to capture the attention of the crowd and to entice solution proposals, seekers have to reveal sufficient technical details about the problem itself and the opportunities that come with solving it (Alexy et al., 2013) . At the same time, seekers have to be anxious not to divulge current technological deficiencies and future development trajectories to the public domain, current customers, and to potential competitors (Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . The dilemma here is that, if too little or the wrong information is disclosed in an RFP, potential solvers might not be willing to contribute and submit a solution.
Our paper makes a number of important contributions. First, we use URT to frame the relationship between seekers and solvers. In particular, we complement the understanding of "problem revealing" (Alexy et al., 2013) in innovation by explaining how seekers' decisions about information disclosure in crowdsourcing affect the decisions of potential knowledge providers to submit a solution proposal in response to an open call for solutions. Secondly, we investigate how the quality of articulating the problem statement influences a seeker's ability to attract solvers to a crowdsourcing project. We find that the quality of the articulation of the crowdsourcing problem depends on the distance between a seeker's current (technological) knowledge stock and the knowledge domain of the selected problem (we use the term 'problemseeker knowledge distance' for this relationship in the following). An analysis of 637 crowdsourcing projects hosted by NineSigma, a leading crowdsourcing intermediary, suggests that moderate levels of distance between the current knowledge stock of a seeker and the crowdsourced problem maximize the level of solver participation. We relate this finding to the (in)ability of seekers to formulate compelling problem statements suited to reducing the uncertainty of solvers in situations with too low or too great a knowledge distance. Thirdly, we contribute to the discussion of the benefits and challenges of revealing one's identity in open innovation (Mahr et al., 2015) . Complementing Alexy et al. (2013) , we consider identity disclosure and status signalling as a form of revealing important contextual information. We find that this is an effective mechanism to attract solvers to a specific problem statement. Seekers with a high financial status appear as attractive collaboration partners and are able to benefit from crowdsourcing along all levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance when they reveal their identity in the RFP.
Theory and hypotheses
Uncertainty reduction theory (URT) (Berger and Calabrese, 1975) and arguments from signalling (Spence, 1973; Podolny, 1993) and status theory (Azoulay et al., 2014; Merton, 1968; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011) guided the development of our conceptual model of the relationship between seekers' (information) disclosure decisions and received solver attention (contest participation) in crowdsourcing. URT was originally formulated by Berger and Calabrese (1975) to examine initial interactions between strangers and has been applied to a variety of relationships in research on interpersonal and organizational communication as well as social and economic exchange relationships (Berger, 2011) . According to URT, parties initiating a relationship strive to increase confidence by engaging in communication behavior that may take the form of interrogation or self-disclosure. The theory holds that the level of uncertainty for each party involved in the interaction decreases as the amount of communication between them increases (Ducarroz et al., 2016; Gibbs et al., 2011) . Evidence in support of URT in contexts similar to our study of crowdsourcing has come from research on relationships in various online settings, where potential exchange partners evaluate each other based on limited informational cues available, including online dating websites (Gibbs et al., 2011) , social and professional network sites (Toma, 2014) , and e-commerce applications (Larrimore et al., 2011) . For instance, Larrimore et al. (2011) study peer-to-peer lending where lenders make funding decisions based on the information provided in a loan request. They find that borrowers who disclose more information and details in their loan request are more likely to get funded. These borrowers are able to effectively reduce uncertainty and increase lender confidence in their intention to repay the loan. Similarly, Ma et al. (2017) in a study of the peer-to-peer sharing platform Airbnb, describe how hosts use self-disclosure to signal different underlying attributes that increase confidence by potential tenants, influencing their decision-making positively.
This uncertainty reduction mechanism is relevant for crowdsourcing of technical problems, too. We conceptualize crowdsourcing as a communication process between seekers and solvers, where seekers reveal problem information and contextual information to encourage potential collaboration partners (solvers) to initiate an exchange relationship and hence contribute to technical problem solving (Alexy et al., 2013; Lüttgens et al., 2014) . Participation from a solver perspective implies allocation of attention to the crowdsourced problem by evaluating, investigating, drafting, and submitting a solution proposal. Attention allocation generally refers to focusing time and cognitive resources on a stimulus (Ashcraft, 1998; Kahneman, 1973; Haas et al., 2015) . In the context of crowdsourcing, this stimulus is the request for proposals (RFP) document used to disseminate the R&D problem to be solved (Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . RFPs are non-confidential documents containing the problem statement, technological specifications, evaluation criteria, and information on project timing, business opportunities, and seeker firm (Feitler et al., 2012; Lüttgens et al., 2014) . Solvers' decision to participate and submit a solution proposal involves uncertainties that are related to the crowdsourcing problem (Boudreau et al., 2011; Schäfer et al., 2017) . We restrict our investigation to these problem-related uncertainties since they are directly linked to information contained in the RFP documents and can be actively influenced by seekers' information disclosure behavior. Following URT, we argue that the level of uncertainty perceived by solvers depends on the problem-related information seekers decide to reveal in the RFP document.
Beyond problem-related information, some seekers further decide to disclose contextual information in the RFP. In particular, seekers can choose whether they include their company's identity in the RFP or not, which also signals their financial status. Drawing on status and signalling theory (Spence, 1973; Podolny, 1993) , we argue that the relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention is moderated by the identity disclosure decision and the financial status of the seeker firm issuing the RFP. In particular, we propose that the negative effects of either very low or very high problem-seeker knowledge distance on attention are weaker in RFPs from high-status seekers who engage in identity-based status signalling (Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011 ). Our conceptual model of solvers' reactions to seekers' information-revealing behavior in crowdsourcing is summarized in Fig. 1. 2.1. The relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention Over the last decade, an increasing number of studies has adopted a problem-solving perspective on innovative search to explain how search for solutions can effectively be governed depending on the type of innovation problem (Afuah and Tucci, 2012; Felin and Zenger, 2014; Macher, 2006; Nickerson et al., 2012; Nickerson and Zenger, 2004 ).
Defining the "problem" as the basic unit of analysis, this literature differentiates innovation problems by dimensions such as complexity, novelty, the hiddenness of solution knowledge, or the extent to which problems are well structured, to guide the choice between different strategies to match solutions to problems once the latter have been formulated. Problem formulation is seen as a cognitive process. The challenges associated with problem formulation are rooted in the assumption that problem holders (seekers) formulate their technology needs based on the technical knowledge they possess in the domains related to the problem (Baer et al., 2013) . Hence, the extent to which a problem is clearly specified and comprehensively described (i.e., has a high articulation quality) can be expressed as a function of the problemrelated knowledge available to the seeker.
We use the concept of problem-seeker knowledge distance to describe how the quality of the problem formulation in RFPs depends on seekers' expertise in the problem domain. Problem-seeker knowledge distance is the relatedness between the current technological knowledge base of the seeker firm and the knowledge domain of the RFP (Lopez-Vega et al., 2016; Piezunka and Dahlander, 2015) . The less the problem domain of the RFP is related to the technological knowledge base of the seeker firm, the larger the problem-seeker knowledge distance (distant problem). When, on the other hand, the knowledge domain of the RFP is closely related to a seeker's existing knowledge base, problem-seeker knowledge distance is low (local problem).
We suggest that this distance is linked to solver attention as it affects the quality of the problem articulation by the seeker, which will in turn influence the level of problem-related uncertainty perceived by potential solvers. Recent research on participation motives in crowdsourcing shows that solvers behave strategically and make their selection decision primarily based on self-interest and an assessment of the benefit they expect to obtain from participation (Bockstedt et al., 2016; Franke et al., 2013; Terwiesch and Xu, 2008) . Especially uncertainties related to the crowdsourcing task itself affect solvers' participation behavior (Ales et al., 2017; Boudreau et al., 2011) . When the perceived probability of winning becomes too small due to increased problem-related uncertainty, solvers are discouraged to participate (Terwiesch and Xu, 2008) .
In this paper, we refer to problem related uncertainty as the degree of confidence solvers have regarding (1) the match between their own solution skills and the solution requirements formulated in the RFP (technical problem solving confidence), and (2) the match between their own perceptions and the seeker's perception of solution quality (evaluation confidence). We argue that technical problem solving confidence (increasing with problem-seeker knowledge distance) and evaluation confidence (decreasing with problem-seeker knowledge distance) are two latent mechanisms that shape the distance-attention relationship in crowdsourcing. In particular, we propose that they are two opposing (linear) functions interacting to generate an inverted U-shaped relation between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention (Ang, 2008; Haans et al., 2016) :
At low levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance (local problems), problem statements are more likely to be over-specified. Seekers' existing knowledge in the problem domain can lead to tunnel vision (Franklin and CL, 2013) that drives them to restrict the solution space, allowing potential solvers to use only narrow sets of alternative solution approaches (Baer et al., 2013; Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . Further, when seekers possess sufficient expertise in the problem domain, they tend to have relatively high expectations regarding the optimal solution, which are reflected in rather strict specifications and high degrees of task difficulty (Erat and Krishnan, 2012; Lakhani et al., 2007; Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . This high precision in the RFP does not leave much room for creative technical solutions and poses the risk for solvers that they cannot meet all technical specifications listed in the document (Katok and Siemsen, 2011; Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . Hence, when solution criteria and specifications are too strict, there is a high likelihood that solvers' technical skills do not match the solution requirements formulated in the RFP. Hence, the technical problem solving confidence perceived by potential solvers is low. At the same time, however, such a highly specified RFP with strict but unambiguous solution criteria gives solvers a fairly good idea about the sort of solution the seeker is looking for (Erat and Krishnan, 2012) . Hence, there is a low likelihood of a mismatch seekers' and solvers' quality perceptions, and potential solvers will perceive high levels of evaluation confidence.
When a seeker selects a problem for crowdsourcing that has a high level of problem-seeker knowledge distance, the seeker lacks knowledge and expertise in the area of this problem. Hence, we expect that the resulting RFP would impose less strict technical requirements and leave more room for creative solutions by potential solvers. Problem specificity will decrease. Such problem statements provide a larger solution space and appear to be technically more feasible (Baer et al., 2013; Cross and Sproull, 2004) . With less restcitive problem statements, the likelihood that solvers' technical skills and abilities match the technical requirements that are listed in the RFP is high. Hence, solvers will perceive higher levels of technical problem solving confidence. This assumption is in line with literature on job choice intentions (Edwards, 1994; Jansen and Kristof-Brown, 2006; Resick et al., 2007; Saks and Ashforth, 1997) , which suggests that job seekers make career decisions based on perceptions of how well their knowledge, skills, and abilities match the requirements formulated in a job description. This research found that the more detailed and specific the required abilities and skills of an applicant are outlined in the job description, the lower the number of job applications. Fewer candidates are confident that their abilities match the specific requirements formulated in the job opening (Mason and Belt, 1986; Roberson et al., 2005) .
On the flipside, low problem specificity leaves potential solvers without a clear understanding what solution the seeker is exactly searching for. It provides few information about the evaluation criteria the seeker will employ to select the winning solution. When solvers perceive problem statements as fuzzy and incompletely specified with regards to solution requirements, the risk of a mismatch between the solver and seeker about what constitutes a perfect solution is high. Solvers perceive a low level of evaluation confidence. It is hard for them to assess upfront whether investing time and effort in solving the problem will finally pay off, and they will more likely refrain from submitting solutions (Bockstedt et al., 2016; Erat and Krishnan, 2012) .
While technical problem-solving confidence will increase with problem-seeker knowledge distance and lead to higher attention, evaluation confidence will decrease with problem-seeker knowledge distance and lead to lower attention, and vice versa. The combined effect of these two opposing latent functions suggests a relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention that takes the form of an inverted U-shape (Haans et al., 2016) . Hence, we propose: Hypothesis 1. Problem-seeker knowledge distance is curvilinear related to received solver attention (taking an inverted U-shape), with the highest level of solver attention occurring at an intermediate level of problem-seeker knowledge distance. 
Identity disclosure decision:
The moderating roles of identity information disclosure and seeker status Along with the decision which problem to select for crowdsourcing and how to draft the corresponding RFP document, seekers also have to decide which contextual information they reveal in the RFP. In intermediary-administrated crowdsourcing, seeker firms can choose either to remain anonymous or to reveal their firm's "identity". Accordingly, an RFP document can also contain the seeker firm's name and its industry (Figs. A1 and A2 in Appendix A provide an example). However, instead of making intensive use of the opportunity to provide additional contextual information in the RFP, the prevalent strategy among seekers seems to be to remain anonymous (Lüttgens et al., 2014; Mahr et al., 2015) .
Choosing anonymity over identity disclosure can be a reasonable choice from the perspective of a seeker firm. Revealing a seeker firm's identity informs its competitors of its development pipeline. At the same time, a public RFP also indicates to customers of a seeker that their supplier has open technical challenges. Also, potential solvers evaluating a crowdsourcing task may become biased either technically (a potential solver from the food industry may not consider its knowledge relevant for an aerospace company) or ethically (identifying a seeker as a defense company, for instance, may deter some solvers from submitting solutions). Hence, anonymity might increase the chances of receiving valuable solutions from distant knowledge fields. The opportunity to stay anonymous is actually one of the core reasons why seeker firms use the services of a crowdsourcing intermediary in the first place (Diener and Piller, 2013; Mahr et al., 2015) .
A closer inspection of the consequences of staying anonymous, however, raises the question whether this concealing decision might affect solver attention in the opposite way. First, organizational research has recognized trustworthiness as an important issue in interfirm relationships (Gulati, 1995; Pavlou, 2002) . If seekers remain anonymous, information asymmetries between seekers and solvers arise. Solvers have only limited information about the seeker's true characteristics and intentions (Alexy et al., 2013; Silveira and Wright, 2010) , but have to disclose valuable solution information and knowhow when participating in a contest. Disclosing the identity of a seeker serves here as an important signal of its trustworthiness, which we expect to affect the behavioral intentions of solvers to enter the (crowdsourcing) relationship (Colquitt et al., 2012; Larrimore et al., 2011; Toma, 2014) .
Second, identity disclosure leads to a further important clue for solvers: the status of the seeker. RFPs are an invitation to collaborate (Alexy et al., 2013) . In so doing, solvers will strive to partner with attractive seekers and will, all else being equal, prefer RFPs from these seekers over requests from less attractive potential partners. Using status as a proxy for partner attractiveness, literature on partnering patterns has shown that the value of a potential collaboration or exchange increases with partner status (Baum et al., 2005; Jensen, 2006) . Status broadly refers to the prestige ascribed to individuals or organizations because of the position they occupy in a social hierarchy (Jensen and Roy, 2008; Piazza and Castellucci, 2014) . Research focusing on the signalling value of status suggests that identity information serve as effective status signals (Higgins et al., 2011; Kovacs and Sharkey, 2014; Merton, 1968; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011) . This stream of literature provides empirical evidence regarding the effects of identity-based status signals on attention and performance. Simcoe and Waguespack (2011) , for example, investigate the performance effects of identity-based status signals in an open standards community, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). They find that IETF submission announcements attract significantly more attention and are more likely to get published when the name of a high-status author is visible (i.e., her identity is disclosed). This finding corresponds to the Matthew Effect (Merton, 1968) , suggesting that high-status actors receive disproportionately more attention compared to low-status actors when their identity is known. Similarly, Higgins et al. (2011) present evidence that the names of star scientists who are associated with a firm are perceived as effective status signals by potential investors. Biotechnology firms with affiliated Nobel laureates are able to raise significantly more money in an IPO than firms without these star scientists. In the context of our study, we focus on status in financial terms, i.e. whether a seeker is seen as a particular financially attractive partner, as solvers aim at selling their technical solution to the seeker or entering a research collaboration.
Status literature further claims that the importance of status signals increases with the level of uncertainty attached to a specific outcome (Higgins et al., 2011; Podolny, 2005; Kovacs and Sharkey, 2014; Sharkey and Kovacs, 2017; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011) . Consistent with this view we suggest that status signals from high-status seeker firms will reduce the negative impact of problem-related uncertainty on solver participation, especially at the extreme ends of the knowledge distance spectrum, where the overall level of perceived problem-related uncertainty is high and confidence of solvers is low. In particular, we argue that at low levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance, potential solvers will be less deterred by strict technical specifications when the RFP comes from a financially attractive seeker. Despite the low levels of technical problem-solving confidence, seeker firms with a high status revealing their identity will appear more interesting to work with and will attract more submissions compared to their low status counterparts. Similarly, at high levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance, despite the inherent risk of a potential mismatch between solvers' and seekers' perceptions of solution quality (low evaluation confidence), solvers will more likely submit a solution to an RFP from a high status seeker in the hope that a firm with sufficient financial resources could potentially become a partner.
We thus suggest that the slopes of the inverted U-shaped relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention are flatter for high-status seekers who engage in identity revealing than for low status seekers who disclose their identity in the RFP.
Hypothesis 2. The inverted U-shaped relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and received solver attention is moderated by seeker identity disclosure in the case of high status firms such that the relationship becomes flatter for high status firms as compared to low status firms.
Data and method

Data
The data we analyze in this paper was constructed from multiple sources:
1 Crowdsourcing project data. In collaboration with the crowdsourcing intermediary NineSigma, we created a unique dataset of projectlevel data containing detailed information about each crowdsourcing project hosted by NineSigma in the five-year period between 2009 and 2014 (e.g., number of solutions received, financial rewards, size and scope of the intermediaries' email campaign). In this period of time, 238 seeker firms conducted 889 RFPs. Moreover, the project dataset provides information on the seeker firms holding the challenges (e.g., seeker firm name, location, industry). Appendix B provides a detailed description of NineSigma's crowdsourcing process. 2 Patent data and firm-level secondary information. To determine seeker firms' technological position, we use patent class data provided in Bureau van Dijk's (BvD) Orbis database. The Orbis patent data originates from the European Patent Office's PATSTAT database and classifies patents according to the international patent classification code (IPC). To account for some weaknesses of the secondary information captured in the intermediary's project database, we collected additional firm-level controls such as NACE industry codes, firm-size data, and financial information. We then matched secondary and patent data using firm BvD ID number as the unique firm identifier. 3 Technology need statements (RFP documents). We analyzed the content of the RFP documents of the respective projects and extracted information regarding solution requirements and seeker status. The initial data were cleaned and reduced in several ways. We restricted our initial sample of 889 RFPs conducted by 238 seeker firms between 2009 and 2014 to manufacturing firms (NACE category C) in order to remove potential "noise" caused by RFPs of only limited technical nature, such as challenges hosted on behalf of seeker firms from the service sector. The remaining 701 RFPs were then classified according to three-digit IPC patent classes using the IPCCAT categorization system offered by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). The IPCCAT automated classification procedure is based on the Balanced Winnow algorithm and was initially designed to assist patent offices in classifying patent documents according to the IPC system (Foglia, 2007) . 20 RFPs could not be classified in any particular patent class. Another 44 projects were eliminated due to missing patent and secondary information at the firm level. These criteria left us with a final sample of 637 crowdsourcing projects from 183 different firms.
Measurement 3.2.1. Dependent variable: received solver attention
We measure solver attention as the number of solutions an RFP is able to attract. As every submission exposes potential solvers to the uncertainties inherent in the respective RFP, the number of solutions received is a suitable measure to assess solvers' immediate response to seekers' information-revealing behavior in crowdsourcing. In addition, crowdsourcing literature suggests a positive quantity-quality association where the likelihood of high-quality solutions increases with the level of attention received from solvers in terms of solution quantity (Bockstedt et al., 2016; Girotra et al., 2010) . The number of solutions an RFP is able to attract can thus be regarded as a relevant performance indicator of crowdsourcing at the project level (Yang et al., 2009 ). The dependent variable received solver attention is thus calculated as the number of solution proposals received by an RFP. Given the skew of the dependent variable, we apply a log transformation to the number of solution proposals received [log(1+x)].
Independent variable: problem-seeker knowledge distance
Following a long tradition in the economics and strategy literature, we use patents as a proxy for knowledge (Colombelli and Quatraro, 2018; Gilsing et al., 2008; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003; Sampson, 2007) . We rely on patent class-data from the International Patent Classification system (IPC) to measures the distance between the knowledge stock of a seeker and an RFP. The IPC represents the entire "body of knowledge which may be regarded as proper to the field of patents for invention" (WIPO, 2018:3) . This "technological knowledge space" is considered to be coherent and not a mere patchwork of isolated knowledge fragments (Geels, 2014; McNamee, 2013; Olsson and Frey, 2002; Sampson, 2007; Saviotti, 2007) .
Like any classification system, however, the IPC system draws artificial boundaries between patent classes and treats every pair of patents as equally (un)related once they are categorized into different classes (McNamee, 2013; Moeen et al., 2013) . The taxonomy hence assumes that e.g. class F03, which represents "Machines or engines for liquids; wind, spring, or weight motors; producing mechanical power or a reactive propulsive thrust, not otherwise provided for", is equally (un) related to class F04, which describes "Positive-displacement machines for liquids; pumps for liquids or elastic fluids", as it is to class A22, which represents "Butchering; meat treatment; processing poultry or fish". This assumption may cause potential bias and measurement error when traditional distance measures are applied (Huo and Motohashi, 2014; McNamee, 2013) . Previous research has therefore suggested to use relatedness adjusted distance measures that account for the potential variance in the relatedness among patent classes to more accurately capture knowledge distance (Alstott et al., 2017; McNamee, 2013) . Following earlier work on industry-, product-, and technologyrelatedness (Alstott et al., 2017; Breschi et al., 2003; Nesta, 2008; Quatraro, 2010; Teece et al., 1994) , we build on a co-occurrence based procedure and calculate our measure of problem-seeker knowledge distance in two steps.
Step 1: For each possible pair of patent classes, we count the number of seeker firms holding patents in the two classes. Let S ik = 1 if seeker firm k holds at least one patent in class i (where i = 1, …, 129, represents the three-digit IPC class), and 0 otherwise. The number of seeker firms with patents in class i is = ∑ n S i k ik , and the number of seeker firms patenting in both classes i and j is = ∑ Y S S ij k ik jk . We then adjust the resulting (129 × 129) matrix of observed co-occurrences Y ij with the hypergeometric distribution of co-occurrences of patent classes that we would expect under the random hypothesis. The mean and the variance of this hypergeometric random variable X ij is as follows:
Based on the above, we derive the relatedness between each pair of patent classes as the difference between observed and expected co-occurrences and normalize the relatedness scores to range between 0 and 1.
The resulting (129 × 129) matrix M consists of the relatedness scores of each possible pair of patent classes. When observed numbers are higher than expected, we assume a non-random relationship between the two patent classes. Hence, relatedness scores with a value of zero indicate that the respective patent classes are independent, whereas values close to one indicate that two technology fields are highly related (Bryce and Winter, 2009; Teece et al., 1994) .
Step 2: The relatedness matrix is then used to derive an adjusted distance measure based on the Euclidean distance between the vector of patent classes related to the RFP (i.e. Mv RFP , the product of the relatedness matrix and the RFP vector) and the relatedness adjusted patent portfolio (i.e. Mv P , the product of M and seekers' patent portfolio vector). Problem-seeker knowledge distance is then calculated as:
where v RFP is defined as the RFP-vector and v p (k p1 ,… k pi ,… k p129 ) is defined as the seeker firm's patent portfolio-vector capturing the share of patents the seeker firm held in class i in the five-year period prior to the RFP-project. Problem-seeker knowledge distance (ED) thus compares a seeker's patent portfolio to the RFP vector, with both vectors being adjusted for the expected knowledge relatedness between patent classes in the IPC taxonomy. The measure is finally normalized to range between 0 and 1. The Euclidean distance has been commonly used in previous studies as a measure to capture the intellectual distance among members of project selection panels (Criscuolo et al., 2017) , the technological distance between firms (e.g., Ahuja, 2000; Benner and Waldfogel, 2008; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003; Song et al., 2003) , or to compare two vectors representing the patent portfolios of firms and industries (Hohberger et al., 2015) . As a robustness check, we re-ran our analyses using an alternative knowledge distance measure based on the Cosine angle which has been used in studies on innovation to measure firms' technological positions relative to alliance partners (Sampson, 2007) , the content distance of technical documents (Piezunka and Dahlander, 2015) , or the expertise distance between knowledge providers and seekers (Hwang et al., 2015) . The results are consistent with those of the Euclidean distance reported in the results section of this paper (see Appendix D for details).
Moderator variables
Identity disclosure. We constructed an indicator variable taking the value 1 if the seeker firm's name was disclosed in the RFP and 0 otherwise. As an illustration, Appendix A provides an example of a nonanonymous and an anonymous RFP from our field data. To ensure accuracy, we checked our coding of the RFP documents with entries in the project database of the intermediary.
Status. In our study context of intermediary-administrated crowdsourcing, seeker firms that choose to remain anonymous in an RFP can send a status signal indicating their rank on either the Fortune 500 or Fortune Global lists.
1 Accordingly, and in line with recent research on organizational status (Piazza and Castellucci, 2014; Podolny, 2005; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011) , we use the position of a seeker firm in Fortune's rankings of the top 1000 (US and global) firms by revenue to proxy for seeker firms' financial status. In cases of anonymous RFPs, we take the Fortune rank that is indicated in the RFP document (see Fig. A2 in Appendix A for an example). In cases where seekers' identity is disclosed in the RFP, we look up seekers' position on the Fortune list in the respective year of the RFP. This information was used to create a fivepoint categorical status measure (Status) coded 0 if the seeker firm was unranked, 1 if ranked at positions between 1000 and 501, 2 between 500-101, 3 in the 100-51 range, and 4 if the seeker firm was among the top 50 of either Fortune or Fortune Global lists.
Control variables
We include two proxies to capture the specificity and strictness of a crowdsourcing problem (RFP). First we use Num_req to control for the number of solution criteria and technical requirements that are addressed in the RFP document. The second proxy, Num_ex, is calculated as the number of solution approaches explicitly labelled "not of interest". The variable thus measures to what extent the solution space of the problem is restricted in the RFP. Exlist is a dummy variable indicating whether the seeker firm asks the intermediary to exclude distinct organizations (e.g., competitors) or solvers from certain industries from the request (1) or not (0). This list is used internally by the NineSigma team when soliciting responses from potential solvers directly. Reward is the monetary compensation awarded for winning solutions in the RFP document. We use average exchange rates in the year of the RFP to convert rewards in international currencies into USD. Further, we controlled for the extent and intensity of the intermediary's email campaign to disseminate the RFP to potential solvers. Feitler et al. (2012) provide a detailed description of NineSigma's use of customized email lists to invite potential solvers to respond to clients' technology needs. NineSigma uses such email campaigns to complement the online release of RFP documents on their website. We use the number of email invitations (Mailcount) and reminder emails (Remindercount) sent by NineSigma to control for the effect of email volume on solver attention received. In order to adjust for skewed distributions, we use the square root values of Reward, Mailcount, and Remindercount in the analysis.
To control for effects of crowding, we count the number of RFPs of the same three-digit IPC class that were launched in the 30 days before and after the focal RFP was launched (Competing RFPs). To account for seekers' technological strength, we include the total number of patents held by each seeker firm in the five-year period prior to the RFP (Patent stock). Portfolio composition is operationalized as the number of different patent classes in a seeker's patent portfolio relative to the total number of 129 possible three-digit IPC patent classes. Finally, we control for the possible impact of an economic downturn because it may influence firms' innovation and search behavior. In line with previous studies (Hud and Hussinger, 2015; Ugur et al., 2016) we include an indicator (Crisis year) taking the value 1 if the RFP was initiated during the recent financial crisis (project year = 2009) and 0 otherwise. Because some of the control variables were skewed, we used square root and logarithmic transformations (indicated by superscripts a and b) to arrive at distributions that more closely approximate the assumption of normality.
Analysis and results
Table 1 provides a descriptive overview of our main variables, and their correlations are reported in Table 2 . The average RFP in our sample defines 6.36 technical requirements and excludes 2.41 solution approaches to specify the technology need. It has 2.5 competing RFPs that solicit solutions to similar technology problems and receives 16.65 solution proposals from the solver pool. The seeker's identity is disclosed in only 14 per cent of RFPs, whereas an exclusion list is used in 63 per cent of RFPs. With an average RFP-to-patent portfolio distance of 0.49 (Euclidean distance), the average technology need in the sample is located at the centre of the knowledge distance spectrum. Finally, an average seeker firm scores 1.73 out of a possible maximum of 4 on the seeker-status index. The results of the hierarchical ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions are reported in Tables 3 and 4. All models are estimated using robust standard errors, clustered by seeker firm to account for potential within firm correlations. Model 1 in Table 3 is the baseline model and only includes the control variables of seeker firm and RFP attributes. Model 2 adds the linear and squared terms of the independent variable to test the curvilinear relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and solver attention. Models 3 to 8 in Table 4 split the sample to test the interaction of problem-seeker knowledge distance and disclosure at different values of seeker status. We use three cut-off values (seekers among the top 500, top 100, and top 50 of the Fortune list) to distinguish high-status seekers from all other seekers in the sample. These cut-off values are not sample-dependent, such as tests at one standard deviation below and above the median or mean, and represent meaningful focal values for seeker status at which the interaction between distance and disclosure can be measured (Spiller et al., 2013) .
Some interesting findings emerge from the baseline model (Model 1). The coefficient of Competing RFPs is positive and significant suggesting that crowding has a positive effect on received solver attention. This is surprising since high numbers of similar RFPs could be expected to have a negative effect on the attention each RFP receives in terms of solutions from the solver pool due to "bandwidth problems" (Piezunka and Dahlander, 2015) . Instead, requests soliciting solutions to related problems seem to reinforce the crowd's interest in the respective problem domain and lead to more solutions to each of the related requests. However, the number of approaches described as being "not of interest" in the RFP (Num_ex) as well as the count of requirements and solution criteria listed in the RFP (Num req) do not bear a significant relationship with received solver attention.
The other controls perform largely as expected. The effect of Reward has a positive, albeit marginal, impact on received solver attention. Exclusion list has a negative and significant coefficient. The crisis indicator (Crisis year) is positive and significant. The coefficient of the number of reminder emails sent (Remindercount) is also positive and significant, but here the effect on received attention is also marginal. Hypothesis 1. Predicts a curvilinear relationship between problemseeker knowledge distance and received solver attention. The linear term of the knowledge distance variable (ED) in Model 2 is positive and significant (b = 1.927; p < 0.01) and the squared term (ED_sq) is negative and significant (b = -1.698; p < 0.05). Although providing initial support for Hypothesis 1, these results are not sufficient to confirm a curvilinear relationship between the independent and the dependent variable (Haans et al., 2016) . Besides significant coefficients of the expected sign, two additional conditions need to be met to confirm an inverted U-shape. First, the lower part of the slope (left of the inflection point) has to be positive and significant and the upper part of the slope negative and significant. Second, the inflection point has to be located within the range of the data (between 0 and 1). Applying the U test command in Stata 12 (Lind and Mehlum, 2010) confirms that the inflection point lies at a value of 0.567 (x = −β 1 /2β 2 = −1.927 / (2 * −1.698) = 0.567) and falls within the data range of ED. The results further show a positive and significant lower bound slope (1.927; p < 0.005), and a negative and significant upper bound slope (−1.468; p < 0.05). Thus, we find support for Hypothesis 1. Fig. 2 reports the fitted values between problem-seeker knowledge distance (ED) and Received Solver Attention based on Model 2, and shows that RFPs with moderate distance (ED = 0.567) to the existing knowledge stock of the seeker firm yield maximal levels of solver attention. Values on the right-hand side of the distance scale are associated with relatively wide confidence bands, indicating that the data in our sample is much sparser at high levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance.
Models 3 through 8 test Hypothesis 2, which suggests that the prediction of received solver attention by the interaction between knowledge distance and seeker identity disclosure is contingent upon the level of seeker status. To test this effect, we split the sample at three levels of the seeker status variable. Models 3 and 4 analyze split-samples of high-status seekers (Status > = 2: RFPs from seekers that are among the top 500 of the Fortune ranking) and low-status seekers (Status < 2: all other seeker firms), respectively.
Results show that in the high-status sample (Model 3), both interaction terms, linear and squared, are statistically significant (b = -9.784, p = 0.064; b = 10.667, p = 0.044), while in the low-status case the interaction terms between knowledge distance and identity disclosure are insignificant. When we move the status threshold up to values of Status > = 3 and assign seekers to the high-status group only when they are among the top 100 of the Fortune list (Model 5), and to the low-status group otherwise (Model 6), we obtain identical results. Again, for seekers ranking high in the Fortune list, both interaction terms are significant and have the expected signs (b = −10.680, p = 0.04; b = 11.643, p = 0.025). There is no significant interaction effect of Disclosure on the distance-attention relationship for low-status seeker firms. Finally, Models 7 and 10 split the sample at values of Status > = 4. As predicted, the coefficients of the interaction terms are not significant in the low-status sample. For the high-status group (Status > = 4: RFPs from seekers in the top 50 of the Fortune list) we find the coefficients of the linear and the quadratic interaction terms to be significant (b = −19.816, p = 0.062; b = 21.869, p = 0.027 ). This suggests an interaction of problem-seeker knowledge distance, disclosure, and status when the threshold for high status is very strict. Note. a Indicates a square root transformation. b Indicates a logarithmic transformation.
Table 2
Correlations of main variables. Note. a Indicates a square root transformation. b Indicates a logarithmic transformation. Correlations > |0.064| are significant at least at the 10% level.
Together, these results support Hypothesis 2 and suggest that the moderating effect of Disclosure is contingent upon the level of seeker' Status (Dawson and Richter, 2006) . To better interpret the effects of identity disclosure in the highstatus seeker setting, Fig. 3 depicts interactions between Disclosure and Problem-seeker knowledge distance (ED) based on the results of Models 3, 5, and 7. The plots show that the relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and solver attention for high-status seekers who reveal their identity in RFPs is described by a U-shaped curve, whereas for high-status seekers who search anonymously in RFPs, the relationship is described by an inverted U-shape peaking at medium levels of problem-seeker knowledge distance. This shape flip (Haans et al., 2016) indicates that high-status seeker firms are able to attract solutions at the extreme ends of the knowledge distance spectrum when their identity is disclosed in an RFP, while anonymous seekers are not able to leverage their high status and face diminishing returns to knowledge distance.
Although the advantage of disclosure versus anonymity is marginal at moderate distance levels, the plots at the three different high-status thresholds in Fig. 3 suggest that, independent of the level of problemseeker knowledge distance, high-status seekers who disclose their identity receive higher levels of solver attention compared to their concealing counterparts. These results suggest that identity disclosure is the dominant strategy for high-status seeker firms when formulating RFPs in crowdsourcing contests, especially when very local or very distant problems are to be solved.
Discussion
In this paper, we study two factors influencing the uncertainty solvers perceive when making a decision whether to allocate attention to a particular crowdsourcing challenge or not, respectively the confidence they perceive whether it could be worthwhile to participate: the quality of the problem articulation and the additional contextual information revealed in an RFP. We argue that both factors are the result of dedicated decisions by the seeker and affect crowdsourcing performance, measured in terms of solvers' participation behavior. Building on the problem-solving perspective (Baer et al., 2013; Foss et al., 2016; Nickerson and Zenger, 2004) , our research complements earlier studies on knowledge seekers' choices between different modes of open innovation governance (Afuah and Tucci, 2012; Felin and Zenger, 2014; Van de Vrande et al., 2009 ). We match problem characteristics to the extant knowledge stock of a seeker firm to explain the effectiveness of crowdsourcing with regard to attracting a sufficient number of contributors. Uncertainty reduction theory (URT) provides a useful perspective on the interaction process between seekers and solvers, as it helps us to understand the different types of uncertainty that drive solvers participation behavior. Our core argument is that seekers can influence solvers' confidence in the decision to allocate attention to crowdsourcing problems by means of strategic revealing decisions when drafting the RFP document.
By providing empirical evidence of the link between knowledge distance and problem formulation, we offer a more nuanced understanding of the established perception in the literature that crowdsourcing is a useful approach to solving technical problems that are distant from a seeker's current technological knowledge stock (Afuah and Tucci, 2012) . Our data indicates that crowdsourcing is neither an adequate mechanism for problems that are completely unrelated to the current field of expertise of a seeker (distant problems), nor for those that are supposed to provide solutions to problems closely related to their current R&D activities (local problems). Seekers can expect optimal returns from crowdsourcing in terms of attracting high numbers of solution proposals when they select problems where sufficient domain knowledge is in place to formulate the technology need comprehensively enough so that knowledgeable solvers can recognize and understand the technical challenge. Still, the problem domain should not be so familiar that seekers risk being overly restrictive when defining technical specifications and solution requirements.
However, we find that seeker firms with superior (financial) status are able to attract solutions at the extreme ends of the knowledge distance spectrum when their identity is disclosed in an RFP, while anonymous seekers are not able to leverage their high status. While in general seeker firms suffer from diminishing returns to knowledge distance, this condition does not apply for high-status seekers who engage in identity-based signalling. Confirming recent work on the link between status and attention (Azoulay et al., 2014; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011) , our results indicate that seeker identity disclosure may convey information about seekers' underlying qualities. Superior identity-based status signals provide an additional stimulus for solvers to submit solution proposals. By transmitting a high status signal, low levels of solver confidence at the two extreme points (local vs. distant problems) can be overcompensated. An explanation for this effect provides the understanding of status as a social construct (Jensen, 2006; Jensen and Roy, 2008) , which suggests that higher status not only affects the perception of the focal actor, but also the perception of its affiliates. For solvers it might be more attractive to submit proposals to seeker organizations that are associated with high (financial) status, as their own status can benefit from their affiliation with a higher-status Notes. The models were estimated using OLS regressions. Coefficients are unstandardized. Huber-White robust standard errors clustered by seeker firm are in parentheses, p-values in brackets. Two-tailed tests are reported: *** Indicates significance at the 0.1% level, ** indicates significance at the 1% level, * indicates significance at the 5% level, and + indicates significance at the 10% level. a Indicates a square root transformation. b Indicates a logarithmic transformation.
seeker (Piazza and Castellucci, 2014) . The expectation of collaborating with such a partner may counterbalance the perceived uncertainties caused by over-or underspecified RFPs. In line with the idea of the Matthew Effect (Merton, 1968) , this pattern implies that seekers who are listed at the top of the status hierarchy, and who reveal their identity, are able to benefit from crowdsourcing across all levels of knowledge distance, i.e. are able to use this form of open innovation for local as well as for distant search. These findings extend the selective revealing framework by Alexy et al. (2013) by the dimension of context revealing and empirically demonstrate that selective revealing of contextual information (identity) reinforces the other positive effects proposed in their framework, but only under specific contingencies (high status). The RFP document therefore not only serves as a vehicle to communicate technical information and to attract solvers to the task itself ("issue spreading", Alexy et al., 2013: 282) , it also signals attractiveness of the seeker as a potential partner. Our findings also strengthen current calls to support especially SMEs in their open innovation efforts, as these firms may have a systematic disadvantage due to their lower financial status, when compared to large firms (Lee et al., 2010) .
Finally, we contribute to the discussion of a prominent dilemma in the open innovation literature, the "paradox of openness" (Laursen and Notes. The models were estimated using OLS regressions. Coefficients are unstandardized. Huber-White robust standard errors clustered by seeker firm are in parentheses, p-values in brackets. Two-tailed tests are reported: ***Indicates significance at the 0.1% level, **indicates significance at the 1% level, *indicates significance at the 5% level, and + indicates significance at the 10% level. Indicates a logarithmic transformation. Fig. 2 . Predicted relationship between problem-seeker knowledge distance and number of solution proposals (received solver attention). Note. Fig. 2 is based on Model 2 in Table 3 . Salter, 2014; Arora et al., 2016) . It describes the trade-off between the benefits of openness and disclosure in terms of incentivizing more external contributors to participate and the downsides of openness in terms of increased uncertainties like the risk of revealing critical information to competitors. In the context of crowdsourcing, the paradox of openness suggests that if too little or the wrong problem-related information is disclosed in an RFP, potential solvers might not be willing to contribute and submit a solution. Our results, however, indicate that the negative effects of limited problem-related information in RFPs can be attenuated by the disclosure of contextual information. Our research hence contributes to a better understanding of this paradox.
Limitations and future research
Our study has some limitations that provide opportunities for future research. First, we focus on a single crowdsourcing intermediary. Although the search process used by NineSigma is similar to the ones employed by other intermediaries, there are some details of NineSigma's approach that demand additional study with other intermediaries before generalizing our results broadly. For example, the approach to protect and transfer intellectual property as well as the transparency regarding the identity of seekers and solvers differ among various crowdsourcing service providers (Diener and Piller, 2013) . For intermediaries that require a transfer of IP when solvers submit a solution proposal, the impact of some of our effects may change. For example, the risk of misappropriation (moral hazard uncertainty) as perceived by potential solvers will be higher in a setting where solvers' solution proposals are not determined as non-confidential. Future research might replicate our analysis using other intermediaries to investigate whether our results also hold in such settings.
Second, the data and the analytical approach adopted in this study do not allow us to measure the relative contribution of trust versus status in a single model. Future research should use experiments to more clearly discern between the effects of trust and status on attention allocation in crowdsourcing. Another way to disentangle the two effects would be to conduct research that uses solvers as informants. Survey research and qualitative research with potential solvers would allow for a direct assessment of solvers' uncertainty perceptions and help to gain a deeper understanding of their immediate consequences. Third, our dependent variable measures the attention an RFP has received from the solver community. Future research could use more refined measures for solver contributions, while accounting for aspects such as pecuniary investments from solvers in developing their solutions. Such measures would also allow investigation of how these investments influence the perceived value and quality of a solution form the perspective of the seeker.
In conclusion, we find that crowdsourcing is still a fascinating area of research, as it fundamentally changes the way innovating firms seek technical input to their development approaches. We believe that our study could contribute to this debate by both enhancing the number of important governance factors involved and providing empirical evidence of the link between knowledge distance and crowdsourcing success (in terms of received solver attention).
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Appendix B. NineSigma's crowdsourcing model
Intermediaries like NineSigma work with their clients (seeker firms) through all stages of a crowdsourcing process. The figure below illustrates a typical workflow of a crowdsourcing project with the intermediary NineSigma (Fig. B1) .
Problem selection: A "problem owner" of the seeker firm takes the initial decision to engage in crowdsourcing i.e., a research manager who is seeking a solution to a given task. Not all technical problems are equally suited for crowdsourcing (Afuah and Tucci, 2012) . Depending on the nature of the task, some intermediaries are better suited for one specific problem than other (Diener and Piller, 2013) . Once a seeker contacts NineSigma to commission an RFP, a program manager from NineSigma coordinates the project. Program managers are experienced project managers with a strong background in industrial R&D.
Problem formulation: The first activity is to transfer the technical problem into a written problem statement, the request for proposals (RFP) document (see Figs. A1 and A2 for examples). RFPs are non-confidential documents comprising a brief description of the technology need, possible solution approaches, approaches not of interest for the seeker, evaluation criteria for successful solutions as well as information on project timing and business opportunities for the winning solver. While this problem-drafting activity is a core activity of the seeker firm, NineSigma supports this stage with sample RFPs, template documents, and feedback based on their experience from previous projects. Often, as a result of this feedback process, complex technical issues are divided into smaller sub-problems (Jeppesen and Lakhani, 2010; Lopez-Vega et al., 2016) . Depending on the nature and complexity of the respective technical problem, this stage may require several iterations.
Open call: Upon completion, the RFP document is broadcast to a subset of NineSigma's network of potential solvers (in total more than two million actors). NineSigma uses a customized email campaign to disseminate the RFP to several thousand potential solvers (Feitler et al., 2012) . In addition, the RFP is openly released on the website of NineSigma, soliciting responses from solvers outside NineSigma's solver community. NineSigma also frequently encourages its network partners to share RFPs in their own network.
While individuals (scientists, retired experts, individual researchers) are also part of the NineSigma's solver base, the majority of its potential contributors are specialized technology providers, component manufacturers, applied research institutes, and other specialized organizations. Recipients of an RFP then self-select to the task and respond to the RFP. Participating solvers then submit a brief, non-confidential and non-enabling description of their proposed solution (in comparison with other intermediaries, NineSigma's crowdsourcing approach focuses on the match between the actors, and only indirectly on the identification of a technical solution. Hence, all documents used for the broadcasting process are required to be non-confidential, as the exchange of confidential information only follows after the match is formed and after signing an NDA). NineSigma provides a template for solvers to structure their response. In general, submitted solution proposals compete with each other, and the proposal meeting the previously defined performance criteria best will receive an award, an offer for acquisition, or a contract for further development. Different from other crowdsourcing intermediaries (like Innocentive), the exact reward or financial incentive is often not specified in the RFP, but subject to further negotiations once the most promising solution proposal is selected. Accordingly, the decision to allocate attention and participate involves considerable uncertainty for solvers. In order to participate, solvers must first allocate time and effort to problem solving and then disclose their solution despite unknown odds.
Evaluation: After the submission deadline has passed, proposals are evaluated. The program managers facilitate the evaluation process by preparing a summary report of all submissions, which also includes contact information of the solvers. In general, only those proposals meeting the predefined solution criteria are forwarded in full text to the seeker. Next, seekers have to prioritize the proposals received according to a classification scheme provided by NineSigma. If necessary, the intermediary will solicit additional information regarding the solution from the respective solvers.
Acquisition: Once interesting solutions have been identified, connections between the seeker firm and "winning" solvers are established. NineSigma sometimes helps seekers to engage in follow-up communication with the selected solvers and proposed milestones and activities for the technology acquisition or cooperation process. This back-end support particularly makes sense for anonymous RFPs as it ensures that the seeker's identity is kept private as long as possible. But in general, this acquisition process or other activities following a successful matchmaking between a seeker and solver are governed by these partners directly, with little inclusion of the intermediary. Tables D1 and D2 .
Appendix E. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2018.07.022. D2 . Interaction of status, identity disclosure, and problem-seeker knowledge distance on received solver attention using cosine distance.
Table D1
OLS regressions using cosine distance as independent variable (Model 9). Notes. The models were estimated using OLS regressions. Coefficients are unstandardized. Huber-White robust standard errors clustered by seeker firm are in parentheses, p-values in brackets. Two-tailed tests are reported: ***Indicates significance at the 0.1% level, **Indicates significance at the 1% level, *Indicates significance at the 5% level, and + indicates significance at the 10% level.
a Indicates a square root transformation. b Indicates a logarithmic transformation.
